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The Hole View
Front 9 Bag from Sun Mountain Gives Golfers Lightweight Carry Option.
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B Y K I M D . M C H U G H , A S S O C I AT E E D I T O R

If you or friends in your golfing circle prefer to walk the
courses you play, you may be interested in the Front 9
lightweight stand bag from Sun Mountain. When the
Montana-based company first introduced this style of
bag around 30 years ago it was a big hit with golfers.
This updated model is equally popular, especially with its
updated, contemporary features.

Extremely Lightweight at Only 3.8 Pounds.
Not only is the bag featherweight its newly designed 8.5”
oval top bag with a flared opening can easily
accommodate a full set of 14 clubs. Front 9 also
incorporates the Sun Mountain-invented, now industrystandard, integrated lift assist handle to make picking
the bag up and setting it down easier than ever.
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Easy Carry X-Strap®
System.
Providing a balanced,

easy carry the Front 9 incorporates

the Sun Mountain X-

Strap® Dual Strap System, which

works well as a double

strap, or as a single strap for shorter

carries. Incorporating

many of the classic Sun Mountain

features, Front 9 is

designed using a patented roller

bottom leg mechanism, high-tensile aluminum legs, full-length club dividers, lumbar support
hip pad, umbrella attachment, towel holder, top-mounted leg mechanism for added stability,
pen holder, leg lock system so it’s easier to use on riding carts, and a coordinating rain hood
(sold separately).
Described by the company as "efficiently sized" the bag not only accomodates a full set of
clubs, Front 9 has six pockets including a beverage pouch, velour-lined valuables pocket,
full-length clothing pocket and accessory pockets.

Golf Digest's 2014 Hot List — Silver Medalist.
The Front 9 made it on the 2014 Golf Digest Golf Bag Hot List as a Silver Medalist where of
75 models tested, 23 bags received recognition. The Front 9 retails for $169.99 and is
available in men's and women's styles. Check 'em out at golfgalaxy.com, amazon.com and
golfsmith.com.

